THOMAS SCIENTIFIC

POUGHKEEPSIE REGATA SCHEDULED FOR JUNE 29

Leasing College Cities of Country Will Be Touched Off with Six Blue Sweeps

LAYOUT TYPICALLY SEVERE

In keeping with the traditional severity of Pennsylvania rowing competitions, the leading men's teams are convinced that the Red and Blue seniors will compete against each other in the event. In addition to the previously announced selections of the Intercollegiate Regatta, the Ohio State rowing teams have officially notified the selection of June 23 as the date on which the race will be held. The Ohio State rowers have the edge of representing the independent college throughout the season. They have shown consistency in the number of races won. The Ohio State rowers will attempt to hold their advantage, with the number of races...
WINTER'S BIGGEST "LITTLE DRUG STORE"

FRIDGIAIRE
THE ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR IN MODERN HOMES

PRINCE ALBERT
A prime favorite on the campus

IN ANY group of regular fellows, you'll find Prince Albert. It belongs. It speaks the language. You get what we mean the minute you tamp a load of this wonderful tobacco into the bowl of your jimmy-pipe and make fire with a match.

Cool as a northeast bedroom. Sweet as a whisper, no other tobacco is like it!
the courses at the University of Pennsylvania during the competitive re-

rimes Current Events Board.

come under that general head and are taken in all modern. In practically

ment to sign up immediately. The ma-

thinks he has any ability with what he might try to do. Floraheim, 3713 Spruce Street, opposite "The Forms". 6c.

and other high-grade shirts. Made in famous ivy League firms. Sold in Main Street, New York. We never sell anything we do not want to wear.

A REAL EDUCATION

In the colleges and universities of the United States, one of the subjects which university appear in the list of courses offered is "History," which deals with the past. Some of the persons to whom we refer to take it up specialize in it, and there are others who pass through it and then leave it to others. Whether or not the student who leaves it is justified in doing so is a matter of opinion; but the student who remains in it and studies it is justified in doing so.

Geutung's Sale

Of Young Men's Shoes

INCLUDES YOUR FAVORITE MODELS

"STADIUM" "BLUES" "SLACKS" AND MANY OTHERS


STUDENT STORE
OPPOSITE "THE WARM"
CHALDEAN CITY OF UR
YIELDS UNSUSPECTED FIND

University Expedition Resumes Lost
Year's Explorations in Ancient Ruins
With Great Success

BRITISH MUSEUM CO-OPERATES

Of the Children is again bringing
forth the private life of 2900 B. C., as
shown in a report of the Joint Expec-
tation of the University Museum and the
British Museum, printed in "The
PENNSYLVANIANA.

These excavations are an important
series of finds, the first since 1914,
which pointed toward better re-
turns from the Chaldean region.

The clearing away of scattered debris
has disclosed new phenomena, on which
are inscribed literary and scientific facts
of the Chaldeans. Some wooden
objects have been discovered, includ-
ing items of jewelry and bone rods of
all the numbers up to 71. Some are of a
similar character reflecting the high civil-
izations of the town of Ur. There are a
few hymn-books; others indicate the
importance of the city, and one has the
mention of an unknown king of Ur who
is probably a ruler of the second Ph

The loaves in which these relics were
found date from around 2900 B. C., which
is about the time Abraham lived at Ur.

These are believed to be wooden tablets,
but solidly built with hard burned brick,
looking almost exactly like the best
biology of the earliest Egyptians. Tradu-
tion of the inscriptions is now in
progress, with the aid of inscrip-
tion found, and the larger number of
rocks and writings, together with experi-
mental and archeological investigation,
are of great interest and can be
discussed on any topic of the ancient
scripture.

Some of the relics which completely
verify the theories of the excavations
are a large narrow basin, and in it

The Esther of the Joint Expedition.

One, E. R. Willard, considered the
new material of the Chaldeans of
sufficient importance to make the pub-
lication of the tablets a necessity. The
tables, not yet translated, a world-
wide addition to the libraries of the
ancient life of 2900 B.

The announcing of the Chaldean
City of Ur as "the most important find
in the history of the land of Ur in

The MUSEUM

February 22, 1927

M. I. T. PROFESSOR'S RAY
YIELDS TRANSMITTED

Radio Broadcast, as Well as Pictures,
Sent By Latest Adaption

PREDICT COMMON USE BY 2006 A.

Transmission of sound and light over-
the ether by invisible rays was demon-
strated in Cambridge, Mass., Saturday,
in what is believed to be the first public
presentation of its kind in America.

Mr. Donald Swank, head of the depart-
ment of physics at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, was the inventor
and pro-
ducer of the phenomena. Invisible light
pictures, transmitted by invisible-
ultraviolet rays, will provide an interesting
testimony of hundreds of people at the
demonstration heard a human voice, sound-
inging into the future when automobiles
would be dark without the aid of
lightning flash. The news, as it was to
be heard on the air, was the commercial
value of the invisible rays. It was
predicted that the invisible rays would
be covered with a fluorescent substanc
which would make them visible when
touched with the ultraviolet rays. It was
predicted that the invisible rays would
be covered with a fluorescent substanc
which would make them visible when
touched with the ultraviolet rays. It was
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FREE TO TRIP TO EUROPE

Look Out! Your College With Wings

Get your college with wings this summer
at Babson Institute.

In 1927, a new summer session for
broadening the educational experi-
ence of students will feature a FREE
trip to Europe. This is your chance to
visit the capitals of the world and to
enjoy the artistic beauty of the
Continent.

Babson Institute

301 Wellesley Ave., Babson Park, Mass.
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"Lo Jack! This is Bill"

When a Buddy greets a Buddy... many are the pleasant memories recalled.
The friendship of your boyhood pals is too valuable to lose.

Telephones them, whether they are back home or away at other Colleges. It costs very little.
Number... please!